Congratulations on your purchase of the WeatherTech® PetRamp™!

The WeatherTech® PetRamp™ was designed for the comfort of our furry friends and their handlers. The portable PetRamp™ features a non-slip surface providing dogs, cats and pets of all sizes easy access to SUVs, minivans, trucks and hard to reach household spaces.

Our ramp was designed to be lightweight and easy to use, to make it easier for you to take your pet with!

Operating Instructions
Your PetRamp™ comes assembled and ready to use.

Simply unfold the ramp and place the top end of the ramp on the bumper of your SUV, the edge of your pickup bed or the surface your pet needs to achieve. Make sure that the non-slip rubber feet are securely positioned. Place the lower feet on the ground and insure both make contact.

After use, simply fold the ramp for storage.

Note: The feet interlock when folding to keep the ramp closed. The Hinged end is designed flat to allow the PetRamp™ to free-stand.

Pets that are first time users of a ramp, may need to be taught how to use it. If your pet is hesitant to walk up the ramp, we recommend laying it on a flat surface and allow your pet to walk the length with you leading them through the process.

Care Instructions
PetRamp™ is easily cleaned with normal household cleaners.

Questions? Call customer service at (630) 769-1500 or visit WeatherTech.com